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Abstrat

This paper presents the projet of a statistial parser for brasilian portuguese, whih is based on the

model proposed in [6℄, to a generative model of lexialised dependeny grammar rules proposed in [3℄.

1 Introdution

Although statistial parsers have been produed with very satisfatory results for english, for por-

tuguese this hasn't been veri�ed yet.

In this paper we report the initial steps for building a generative parsing system to handle portuguese

tagged sentenes following the annotation system based on the dependeny grammar paradigm pro-

posed by [3℄. Although it is a at-annotation system, we have used some Perl sripts for transforming

the annotated sentenes to a onstituent tree struture, produing a suitable hierarhy for the parser.

The treebank used in this projet has 130.000 authenti portuguese sentenes with an average of 20

words per sentene, whih were extrated from NILC orpora [1℄. Ten perent of the seleted sentenes

will be used for tests. The gathered probabilities from sentenes are stored in a relational database,

where eah element whih is part of a rule is stored together with its morphologi and syntati tags,

and, still, the head features to whih the element is assoiated, as its parent in the hierarhy.

In the pre-proessing step of a new sentene, before parsing, the words are tagged by a brazilian

portuguese part-of-speeh (POS) tagger [2℄, eliminating the �rst step of probability estimates.

Following, we desribe some features of the parser generative model and the sentene annotation

system.

2 Probabilisti generative model

The Collins generative parser model [5℄ maximises the probability of a sentene S has a parsing tree

T (P (T; S)), by attahing probabilities to a top-down derivation of a tree T of a sentene S. By using

a lexialised probabilisti ontext free grammar (PCFG), with words w and parts-of-speeh (POS)

tags t attahed to non-terminals X(x =< w; t >) in the tree, eah rule has the form, where H is the

head-hild of the phrase, whih inherits the head-word h from its parent P . L
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The generation of the right hand side (RHS) of a rule, giving the left hand side (LHS), is made

by three steps, �rst generating the head, then making independene assumptions for the left and for

the right modi�ers whih are generated by 0th-order Markov proesses:

� Generate the head onstituent label of the phrase, with probability P

h

(H jP; h)

� Generate modi�ers to the right of the head with the probability

Y
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where R
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) is de�ned as STOP - the STOP symbol is added to the voabulary of non-

terminals, and the model stops generating right modi�ers when it is generated.

� Generate modi�ers to the left of the head with probability
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This kind of deomposition helps avoiding the enormous number of potential rules and the sparse

data problem generated by diret estimation of P (RHSjLHS).

2.1 Unknown words

There are various levels of bak-o� for eah type of parameter in the model. The modi�ers are

deomposed and smoothed separately [5℄. For example, P
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are maximum likelihood estimates with the ontext at di�erent levels (three, in the exempli�ed ase).

All words ouring less than 5 times in training data, and words in test data that have never oured

during the training, are replaed by the token \uknown". This allows the model to handle the statistis

for rare or new words in a robust way.

A best-�rst hart parser was built [4℄ and used to �nd the maximum probability tree for eah

sentene. The parser has been trained and tested on NILC treebank [1℄ (aproximately 100.000 and

30.000 sentenes respetively).

3 Portuguese treebank

The portuguese orpus annotation proposed by Bik [3℄ is based on the Dependeny Grammar

paradigm, where morphology, syntax and semantis are treated. The at dependeny syntax is en-

rihed by attahing diretion markers and form and funtion tags to sublauses, allowing its trans-

formation into onstituent trees. With some Perl sripts, the group and the boundaries of the at

desription are identi�ed, the onstituents are delimited, then onstituent boundary brakets are



marked in a omplex form (np - noun phrase, pp - prepositional phrase, et.), and �nally every om-

plex onstituent is assigned to a funtion tag derived from the syntati tag of its head. Table 1 shows

an example of annotation system for the sentene \Erros abalam redibilidade da imprensa"(Errors

damage press redibility).

Table 1: An example of Bik's annotation system

SUBJ : n(MP )Erros

P : v � fin(PRj3P jIND)abalam

ACC : np

= H : n(FS)redibilidade

= N <: pp

== H : prp(< sam� >)de

== P <: np

===> N : art(< �sam > FS)a

=== H : n(FS)imprensa

where SUBJ = subjet; n = noun; M = male; P = plural; P : = prediate; v-�n = �nite verb; PR

= present tense; 3P = third person; IND = indiative; ACC = ausative (diret) objet; np = noun

phrase; H = head; F = female; S = singular; N = (pos/pre) adjet; pp = prepositional phrase; prp =

prepositional adverbs; < sam� > = �rst part of morphologialy fused word pair (de); art = artile.

4 A relational database to store probabilities

The probabilities estimates have been stored in a traditional relational database. We begin by storing

the word and its morphologial and syntati tags; then binding it with the headword's features in

that ontext, as its parent's features and its position (left or right) in relation to the head.

The option for the database to store probabilities ame from the idea that, in a initial step, we want

a easier way to update and to add new informations.

5 Future work

We have introdued the initial steps for implementing a generative statistial parser in order to apply

it to tagged sentenes whih follows the dependeny portuguese grammar. We hope to ahieve results

as satisfatory as the ones for english (88.1/87.5% onstituent preision/reall on Wall Street Journal

orpus [6℄), and to produe a very signi�ant and representative treebank from a newspaper orpus.
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